Shankar Iyer

I named a tree after Norman. I think that's more random than anything Jeff ever did. No one else would agree to do my suggested suite pics. It's okay. The pyramid was good enough.

Jeff Kaplan

The self-proclaimed "most random guy" in the suite "Damn! That is whack!" "Snap!!" The one who brought Warcraft III to us all

Brandon Levan

Wanted female roommate.
J.T. Keeley

“If by cool, you mean completely and totally uncool, then yeah, that’s cool.”

TEACH ME!
J.T. <3 Jason Schwartzman

John Kang

“My favorite movie is Braveheart. FRIEEEEDOOOOOMMM!!”
- John Kang

“Chang figured out why lobster sticks to magnet...he is God Incarnate.” - John Kang

"We all lie in the gutter, but some of us look up at the stars" - Oscar Wilde

Chang Kim

"Noooooo!!"

Four Albums You ABSOLUTELY Need to Survive in F22

- Pulp Fiction - Original Soundtrack
- Phantom Planet - Guest
- Phantom Planet - Phantom Planet is Missing
- Moulin Rouge - Original Soundtrack

This is us.